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ABSTRACT

Experiments with a global observing system simulation experiment (OSSE) system based on the recent

7-km-resolution NASA nature run (G5NR) were conducted to determine the potential value of proposed

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) radio occultation (RO) constellations in current operational

numerical weather prediction systems. The RO observations were simulated with the geographic sampling

expected from the original planned Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and

Climate-2 (COSMIC-2) system, with six equatorial (total of ;6000 soundings per day) and six polar (total

of ;6000 soundings per day) receiver satellites. The experiments also accounted for the expected improved

vertical coverage provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory RO receivers on board COSMIC-2. Except that

RO observations were simulated and assimilated as refractivities, the 2015 version of the NCEP’s operational

data assimilation systemwas used to run the OSSEs. TheOSSEs quantified the impact of RO observations on

global weather analyses and forecasts and the impact of adding explicit errors to the simulation of perfect RO

profiles. The inclusion or exclusion of explicit errors had small, statistically insignificant impacts on results.

The impact of RO observations was found to increase the length of the useful forecasts. In experiments with

explicit errors, these increases were found to be 0.6 h in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics (a 0.4%

improvement), 5.9 h in the SouthernHemisphere extratropics (a significant 4.0% improvement), and 12.1 h in

the tropics (a very substantial 28.4% improvement).

1. Introduction

Observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs)

provide a unique framework to evaluate the impact of

current and proposed or future observing systems (Atlas

1997; Atlas et al. 1985). While observing system exper-

iments (OSEs) can be used to assess the value of existing

observations, OSSEs enable a quantitative evaluation of

proposed observing technologies. Different from the

real-world scenario, the ‘‘truth’’ is known in the OSSE

system, providing an effective technique to quantita-

tively evaluate the impact of observations in terms of

analysis and weather forecast skill. AlthoughOSSEs can

be used for a large variety of applications such as hur-

ricanes (e.g., Atlas et al. 2015a,b) and ocean assimilation

(Halliwell et al. 2014, 2015), this study focuses on global

numerical weather prediction (NWP) applications.

In an OSSE, the true atmosphere (or ‘‘nature run’’) is

typically represented by a long NWP model forecast.

The nature run should represent themain characteristics

of the atmosphere, and differences between the nature

run and the forecast model used to conduct the impact

studies should be similar to the differences that exist

between a state-of-the art data assimilation system and

the real atmosphere. Synthetic observations from cur-

rent and proposed observing technologies are generatedCorresponding author: Lidia Cucurull, lidia.cucurull@noaa.gov
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from the nature run by using appropriate forward opera-

tors, spatial and temporal coverage, and error character-

istics.Anoverviewof theOSSEmethodology, aswell as its

recent and anticipated improvements and associated

challenges, is provided by Hoffman and Atlas (2016).

To prioritize mission designs in a cost-effective way by

analyzing tradeoffs in the formulation of proposed ob-

serving systems and thereby leading to a more effective

observing systemarchitecture, theU.S.Congressmandated

NOAA to conduct an OSSE with Global Navigation Sat-

ellite System (GNSS) radio occultation (RO) observations.

Additional motivations for testing additional constellations

of RO observations include the following. First, RO is

among the observing technologies making the largest

contributions to improving global weather forecasting (e.g.,

Healy and Thépaut 2006; Cucurull and Derber 2008;

Aparicio and Deblonde 2008; Rennie 2010; Anlauf et al.

2011; Cucurull et al. 2013). Second, the Constellation for

Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and

Climate (COSMIC), a six-satellite mission launched

in 2006 (Rocken et al. 2000; Anthes et al. 2008), is already

past the end of its nominal lifetime, and the number of

observations has declined from ;2000 profiles per day to

;250–300 profiles per day. Third, this low-cost remote

sensing technique has the capability to partially mitigate

potential satellite observing gaps (Cucurull and Anthes

2015). Fourth, some commercial companies claim to be

able to deliver accurate RO profiles for real-time applica-

tions at an affordable cost. Finally, since the RO mea-

surement is a timing measurement, and observations are

accurate and nearly unbiased—even in the presence of

clouds and hydrometeors—and are available globally, the

assimilation of RO observations in NWP enhances the

benefits of assimilating microwave and infrared sounders

by correcting biases in these data and reducing the model

drift to its own biased climatology (Dee 2005; Healy et al.

2005; Healy and Thépaut 2006; Poli et al. 2010; Bauer et al.
2014; Cucurull et al. 2014; Bonavita 2014).

This paper evaluates the impact of a constellation of

RO satellites in improving global NWP forecast skill at

NOAA. In this study, RO observations were simulated

with the geographic sampling expected from the origi-

nally planned COSMIC-2 constellation—the COSMIC

follow-up mission—with six equatorial (total of ;6000

soundings per day) and six polar (total of ;6000

soundings per day) receiver satellites, assuring global

data coverage. (The United States and Taiwan recently

decided to not move forward with the polar component

of the COSMIC-2 mission. The launch of the equatorial

component of COSMIC-2 is planned for late 2018.) The

experiments also account for the expected improved

performance of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory RO re-

ceivers on board COSMIC-2.

In previous work, Cucurull et al. (2017) quantified the

benefits of the equatorial and polar components of

COSMIC-2 to improve global NWP skill by conducting a

series of simplified OSSEs. Results showed that global

distribution of the observations, as provided by the polar

launch of COSMIC-2, is necessary to improve weather

forecasts globally. That study used an older OSSE system,

characterized by a lower-resolution nature run (;39km)

provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Masutani et al. 2006), and

an older version (2012 version) of theNational Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP)’s operational data as-

similation system. Furthermore, all simulated observa-

tions, including RO, were assumed to be perfect (i.e., with

no added explicit errors). By contrast, the OSSEs de-

scribed in the current study make use of a more advanced

‘‘next generation’’ OSSE system, and explicit errors are

added to the simulated observations. Finally, the differ-

ences in impact in NWP between the assimilation of per-

fect and error-added RO observations are also quantified.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2

describes the OSSE system and the design of the dif-

ferent experiments. Results with perfect and error-

added RO simulated observations are discussed in

sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, the main conclu-

sions are summarized in section 5.

2. Experiment design

The nature run used in our OSSEs is based on the

7-km-resolution, nonhydrostatic Goddard Earth Ob-

serving Systemmodel, version 5 (GEOS-5; Putman et al.

2015). To generate the GEOS-5 nature run (G5NR),

GEOS-5 was implemented on the c1440 cubed sphere

with 72model vertical layers and amodel top of 1Pa and

run for a 2-yr period. A detailed description of the

GEOS-5 setup used to generate the G5NR can be found

in Putman et al. (2014).

The data assimilation system used in all the experi-

ments was the 2015 version of the NCEP’s operational

suite, with the exception of the RO forward model as

described below. The Global Forecast System (GFS)

model ran at a lower horizontal resolution of T670

(;27 km), but with the same number of vertical levels

(64) as in the operational configuration. All the ex-

periments used the hybrid three-dimensional (3D)

ensemble–variational (EnVar) version of the NCEP’s

Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation analysis system (GSI)

at a resolution of T254 (;50km), which includes the

latest version of the variational bias-correction procedure

(Zhu et al. 2014). The 80-member ensembles used in the

hybrid data assimilation system also ran at a resolution

of T254.
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Existing conventional and satellite radiance observa-

tions were simulated for August/September 2006 using

the 2014 global observing system configuration following

the procedures of Boukabara et al. (2016). Conventional

observations were simulated by interpolating the nature

run to the geographical locations of the real-world ob-

servations. The Community Radiative Transfer Model

(CRTM), version 2.1.3 (Chen et al. 2008; Ding et al.

2011), was used as the forward operator to simulate clear-

sky satellite radiances. RO soundings of refractivity were

simulated using the forward operator described by

Cucurull (2010). Realistic satellite orbits were used to

simulate COSMIC-2 soundings of refractivity from the

GNSS transmitting satellites of the U.S. global position-

ing system (GPS) and the Russian Global Navigation

Satellite System (GLONASS) constellations (Cucurull

et al. 2017). Distribution of the COSMIC-2 refractivity

soundings are shown in Cucurull et al. (2017, Fig. 1a), and

the figure is reproduced here as Fig. 1.

Random errors were explicitly added to the simulated

perfect observations following the methodology de-

scribed by Errico et al. (2013). An iterative process is

used to tune the observation random errors in order to

match the observation minus background statistics from

the OSSE system to the corresponding OSE statistics

with real observations. Systematic errors were added

to the satellite radiances using a similar approach

(Boukabara et al. 2016). Error statistics for RO are de-

termined in this way as a function of vertical level

(Fig. 2a). Although, in reality, refractivity errors will be

vertically correlated, such correlations are not included

in either the simulation or assimilation process. The

resulting tuned errors from the existing COSMIC

satellites were used for the simulated RO constella-

tion generated in this study. As examples, differences

(in percentage) between perfect and error-added RO

profiles at four different latitudes are shown in Fig. 3.

In terms of simulation and assimilation of the re-

fractivity observations, the differences between the in-

strument observation errors of COSMIC and COSMIC-2

are expected to have no or little impact. This is the case

because there are other contributions to the measure-

ment error beyond the impact of the improved in-

strument precision expected in COSMIC-2 (i.e.,

ionospheric and clock corrections) that might prevent it

from obtaining benefits of the lower instrument error

(T. Meehan 2018, personal communication). Further-

more, currently, the combination of representativeness

and forward model errors is much larger than the mea-

surement error. As an example, the total RO observation

error used in a 2-week experiment with COSMIC is

shown in Fig. 2b in bending angle space. This error ranges

from ;10–30mrad down to ;10km, and it increases to

;750mrad in the lower troposphere. The magnitude of

the corresponding measurement error is 1–2mrad

down to a height of 10–20 km (Schreiner et al. 2011;

S. Sokolovskiy 2018, personal communication). All the

error components increase below 10km. COSMIC-2 per-

formance is expected to be at least as good as COSMIC

(S. Sokolovskiy 2018, personal communication).

Quality control algorithms were modified in the ex-

periments with COSMIC-2 observations to allow deeper

penetration in the lower troposphere. This is expected

to occur in reality because the COSMIC-2 improved

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) results in the ability to track

theGNSS transmissions deeper in the atmosphere.Most

benefits from COSMIC-2 performance over COSMIC

are expected to come from better retrievals with a high

percentage of soundings penetrating deeper into the

lower tropical troposphere (T. Meehan 2018, personal

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of the COSMIC-2 observations from equatorial (green) and polar

(red) receiver satellites for a 6-h assimilation time window.
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communication). In the OSSE, deeper penetration was

accomplished by increasing the statistical quality control

threshold for observation rejection below 3km. This

threshold is compared to the difference between the

observed refractivity and the corresponding simulated

value, and thus, increasing this threshold emulates the

larger percentage of COSMIC-2 observations that are

expected to reach the lowest few kilometers, particularly

in the tropics (Figs. 4a,b).

We ran three different experiments. First, a control

OSSE (CTL) assimilated all the observations that were

operationally assimilated in 2014, except for RO obser-

vations. Simulated COSMIC-2 RO refractivity soundings

without explicit errors were assimilated in RO_PERF,

and error-added COSMIC-2 RO refractivity soundings

were assimilated in the RO_ERR experiment. (No other

RO observations were assimilated in the experiments

with COSMIC-2.) Seven-day experimental forecasts be-

gin at 0000 UTC from 1 August to 30 September 2006.

The first month is used for model spinup, and verification

is done for 1–30 September 2006.

In this study, we report statistical significance at the

95% level (i.e., based on confidence intervals that are

plotted from 2.5% to 97.5%), assuming the mean has an

approximate Student’s t distribution and ignoring any se-

rial correlations. With a longer verification period, some-

what smaller-impact magnitudes would be statistically

significant. Both the present study and the previous study

by Cucurull et al. (2017) used a 2-month study period, but

determined verification statistics over the last 30 and

41 days of the period, respectively. In the current study, a

spinup period of 1 month is used to eliminate all traces of

system spinup. However, results would not be qualita-

tively affected if the last 40 or 45 days of the study period

were used for verification.

3. Impact of perfect RO soundings

Anomaly correlation (AC) skill for the 500-hPa geo-

potential heights is shown in Figs. 5a and 5b for the

Northern Hemisphere (NH; 208–808N) and Southern

Hemisphere (SH; 208–808S) extratropics, respectively.

Positive impact with RO assimilation is found in both

latitudinal ranges. The benefits from adding perfect RO

observations in RO_PERF over the CTL are larger in

the SH than in the NH, which is consistent with the re-

sults obtained with real RO observations (Cucurull

2010; Cucurull et al. 2013). Forecast results are statisti-

cally significant at the 95% confidence level until day 4

in the NH and for all the forecast lead times in the SH.

Benefits from the assimilation of RO observations on

500-hPa geopotential height forecasts are overall lower

than in Cucurull et al. (2017), where an older OSSE

configuration was used. The use of a more state-of-the

art data assimilation system, along with a better char-

acterization of the error structures of the observations in

FIG. 2. (a) Refractivity standard deviations (N-units) as a function of height (km) calculated from the observation

increments (O 2 B) from the OSE (solid line) and from the OSSE before tuning (dashed line), and the specified

explicit error added in the observation simulation (dotted line). Values are plotted for the mean of the COSMIC

satellites operational in 2014. Explicit errors for the COSMIC-2 satellites are based on this mean error. (b) Bending

angle standard deviation (mrad) as a function of the impact height (km). This error includes measurement, rep-

resentativeness, and forward model errors.
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our control experiment, might have resulted in a lower

impact of RO in improving this metric of weather

forecast skill. For example, at day 5, the use of RO im-

proves the AC score by 0.2% over the control in the NH

and by 1.3% in the SH (Figs. 6a,b). These values are

lower than the values of 1.1% (NH) and 2.7% (SH)

reported in the OSSE study conducted by Cucurull

et al. (2017).

Similar benefits from the use of RO are obtained for

the temperature field. As an example, anomaly corre-

lation skill for the 250-hPa vertical level is shown in

Figs. 7a and 7b for the NH and SH, respectively. Im-

provements over CTL are consistently positive across

the several forecast lead times and are larger in the SH.

Temperature biases in the analyses are also reduced

with the assimilation of almost unbiased RO profiles in

RO_PERF. As shown in Fig. 8b, the CTL-averaged

analysis has a warm bias in the mid–lower troposphere

and primarily a cold bias above 300 hPa, except for the

;100–200-hPa vertical range in the SH and the upper

(,150 hPa) tropical atmosphere, where the model

shows warm biases. The assimilation of perfect RO

observations in RO_PERF results in an overall re-

duction of both the warm and cold analyses biases

(Fig. 8c). In particular, notice the reduction in the

overall bias in the SH. This finding is consistent with the

earlier global OSSE results from Cucurull et al. (2017),

where an overall reduction of systematic temperature

FIG. 3. Difference (in percent) between RO observations with and without explicit errors added to the simulated

observations for four RO profiles.
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analysis error was found with the assimilation of RO

observations.

Positive impact with the assimilation of RO profiles

is also found for the upper- and lower-level winds.

Root-mean-square (rms) wind errors as a function of

the forecast hour for the 200-hPa vertical level are

shown in Figs. 9a, 9c, and 9e for the NH, tropics (TR;

208S–208N), and SH latitudinal ranges, respectively.

The reduction in rms wind errors is larger in the TR and

SH, with a maximum improvement of 0.72m s21 for the

48-h forecast tropical winds. The impact of RO in re-

ducing global rms wind errors is similar to the results

FIG. 4. Number of refractivity observations in (a) simulated experiments with COSMIC-2 and (b) real experi-

ments with COSMIC as a function of the vertical height for a 1-week period. A larger percentage of observations

reach the lower troposphere in the experiments with COSMIC-2.

FIG. 5. Anomaly correlation score for the 500-hPa geopotential heights for CTL (black), RO_PERF (red), and RO_ERR (green) for

(a) NH and (b) SH. Lower parts of each panel show differences with respect to CTL, with positive being an improvement. Bars show limits

of statistical significance at the 95% confidence level; values above bars are statistically significant.
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of Cucurull et al. (2017), although the impact is now

slightly larger in the TR. It is expected that the im-

proved representation of background error covari-

ances in the hybrid ensemble–variational DA system

would enable greater benefit from the use of additional

mass field observations (such as RO profiles) to improve

the upper-level tropical winds. Differences between

RO_PERF and CTL are statistically significant at the

95% confidence level until day 4 in the NH, and these

differences extend across the different forecast lead

times in the TR and SH. Wind errors (and typical wind

speeds) in the CTL are overall lower at 850hPa, and so is

the impact of RO, both in magnitude and percentage

(Figs. 9b,d,f). For the lower-level winds, the impact of

RO is similar to the results of Cucurull et al. (2017), and

the largest reduction in rms wind errors is found in the

SH (;0.3m s21 at day 6). At 850 hPa, differences be-

tween RO_PERF and CTL are statistically significant

at the 95% confidence level in the TR and SH for all

the forecast lead times, and only for days 2–4 in

the NH.

The assimilation of RO observations in RO_PERF

also results in an improvement of the moisture field. As

an example, Fig. 10 shows the relative humidity rms

forecast error as a function of the forecast hour at the

500-hPa vertical pressure level. The use of RO de-

creases the rms errors for all latitudinal ranges and

forecast lead times, and the impact is larger in the TR

and SH. In the TR, improvements due to the assimi-

lation of RO are largest during the first 72 h. The im-

pact of RO in decreasing rms error for the relative

humidity field is also positive at the lower-pressure

levels, although the impact is, in general, smaller (not

shown). As in the case of the temperature field, mois-

ture analyses biases are also reduced with the assimi-

lation of RO profiles (Figs. 9f,g).

FIG. 6. Five-day anomaly correlation score for the 500-hPa geopotential heights for CTL

(black), RO_PERF (red), and RO_ERR (green) for (a) NH and (b) SH.
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4. Impact of error-added RO soundings

As with the use of perfect RO profiles, the

assimilation of explicitly error-added RO observations

in RO_ERR results in an increase of the 500-hPa geo-

potential height AC score in the extratropics (Figs. 5a,b).

At day 5,RO increases theAC skill inRO_ERRover the

CTL by 0.4% in the NH and 1.2% in the SH (Figs. 6a,b).

Differences between RO_ERR and CTL forecasts are

statistically significant at the 95% confidence level at days

1, 3, and 4 in the NH and through the entire period, ex-

cluding days 3, 4, and 7, in the SH. Differences in AC

between experiments using perfect and error-added ob-

servations are small, with the use of perfect observations

resulting in a slightly higher AC score, and not statisti-

cally significant beyond day 2 in the NH and beyond

day 3 in the SH. Yet, these small differences between

RO_PERF and RO_ERR cause the differences between

CTL and RO_ERR not to be statistically significant at

days 3, 4, and 7 in the SH and at day 2 in the NH, but

statistically significant between CTL and RO_PERF for

the same forecast lead times.

Similar benefits from RO assimilation are found for

the temperature field. The use of RO in RO_ERR im-

proves the 250-hPa temperature AC score over the CTL

experiment (Figs. 7a,b). Differences between RO_ERR

and CTL are statistically significant at the 95% confi-

dence level until day 4 in the NH and until day 6 in the

SH. As found with RO_PERF, the RO impact is larger

in the SH than in the NH. Similar to the results for the

geopotential heights, RO_PERF performs slightly bet-

ter than RO_ERR, although differences are generally

small and not statistically significant at the 95% confi-

dence level beyond day 3.

The largest improvement in reducing upper- and

lower-level rms wind errors due to the assimilation of

RO profiles is found in the TR and the SH (Figs. 9b,d,f),

and differences are statistically significant for most of

the forecast lead times. (In the NH, differences are

generally smaller and only statistically significant at the

analysis time and at day 4.) Once again, the positive

impact of RO is slightly lower than when the perfect RO

profiles were used in RO_PERF. In the NH, differences

between RO_PERF and RO_ERR are statistically sig-

nificant until day 2 for the upper- and lower-level winds.

In the SH, these differences are statistically significant

until day 2 for the lower-level winds and until day 4 for

the upper-level winds. Differences between RO_PERF

and RO_ERR are statistically significant for most of the

forecast lead times in the tropical latitudes.

The rms moisture errors also decrease with the as-

similation of RO profiles in RO_ERR (Figs. 10a–c). As

with the other fields, the use of error-added RO obser-

vations tends to generate smaller improvements than

with the assimilation of perfect RO soundings. How-

ever, differences between RO_ERR andRO_PERF are

generally small and not statistically significant at the

FIG. 7. Anomaly correlation score for the 250-hPa temperature field for CTL (black), RO_PERF (red), and RO_ERR (green) for

(a) NH and (b) SH. Lower parts of each panel show differences with respect to CTL, with positive being an improvement. Bars show limits

of statistical significance at the 95% confidence level; values above bars are statistically significant.
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95% confidence level past the first 24–48 forecast hours.

Finally, and as it was found in section 3, temperature

(Fig. 8d) and humidity (Fig. 8h) biases in the analyses

are overall reduced due to the assimilation of almost

unbiased RO observations.

5. Conclusions

NOAA conducted comprehensive experiments with a

previously existing global OSSE system to determine

the potential value of RO constellations for current

operational NWP systems (Cucurull et al. 2017). Results

have been extended in this study to a newly developed

OSSE system that includes a higher-resolution non-

hydrostatic nature run, a state-of-the-art operational

forecast model and hybrid ensemble data assimilation

system, and realistic simulated observation errors.

The new OSSE system, while state of the art, is still

imperfect, and some caveats apply to our findings. Limi-

tations of the nature run are summarized by Boukabara

et al. (2016), those of the observation simulations by

Boukabara et al. (2018a), and those of the calibration of

the overall system by Boukabara et al. (2018b). A par-

ticular limitation of the current experiments is the use of

verification scores over a single 1-month period. It would

be valuable to repeat our experiments in the future for

different times of year and longer periods to examine the

sensitivity of our results to the choice of the study period.

In general, increasing the number of assimilated ROs

to 12 COSMIC-2 receiving satellites improves global

weather forecasts. The improvement is greatest in the

Southern Hemisphere extratropics and tropics. As a

summary, the impact of RO observations can be

expressed in terms of the increase in the length of

useful forecasts. In experiments with explicit errors,

these increases—quantified as the increase in forecast

time to reach an anomaly correlation value of 0.8 for

the 500-hPa geopotential heights in the extratropics or

to reach a root-mean-square error of 6m s21 for the

200-hPa-level winds in the tropics—were found to be

0.6 h in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics (a 0.4%

improvement), 5.9 h in the Southern Hemisphere ex-

tratropics (a significant 4.0% improvement), and 12.1 h

in the tropics (a very substantial 28.4% improvement).

As compared to previous OSSE work with RO ob-

servations using a simplified OSSE system, our findings

indicate smaller benefits in the extratropics from the

assimilation of 12 RO satellites in terms of anomaly

FIG. 8. Vertical cross section of the (a)–(d) systematic temperature analysis error and (e)–(h) relative humidity analysis error.
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FIG. 9. (left) Upper (200 hPa) and (right) lower (850 hPa) rms wind errors (inm s21) for the (a),(b) NH,

(c),(d) TR, and (e),(f) SH as a function of the forecast hour for CTL (black), RO_PERF (red), and

RO_ERR (green).
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correlation score.However, the impact in reducing global

rms wind errors remains similar, suggesting that a more

state-of-the-art OSSE configuration, with a better fore-

cast model and data assimilation system, might continue

to benefit from the use of new and accurate RO obser-

vations to improve wind forecasts, particularly in the

tropics. An overall reduction of systematic temperature

and relative humidity analysis errors was found with the

assimilation of RO soundings, which is consistent with

previous studies with real and simulated observations.

When appropriate error statistics are added to the

global observing system, the impact of adding these

explicit errors to the simulated RO observations was

found to be small and, in general, not statistically sig-

nificant at the 95% confidence level. The benefits of

adding 12 RO receiving satellites to the global observing

system exist, whether or not explicit errors are added

to a baseline of perfect simulated RO soundings.

Further development of the new state-of-the-art

OSSE system for weather forecasting applications is

FIG. 10. The 500-hPa rms errors for the relative humidity field (in

percent) for (a) NH, (b) TR, and (c) SH as a function of the forecast

hour for CTL (black), RO_PERF (red), and RO_ERR (green).
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underway at NOAA. As the new OSSE system is being

refined, we are improving the simulation of RO obser-

vations (e.g., use of more accurate forward operators to

simulate and assimilate bending angle instead of re-

fractivity), and we plan to repeat some of the RO ex-

periments and extend our work to the evaluation of

additional observing platforms.
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